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Spelling Bee Workbook 52

Complete the crossword puzzle using the words  and clues on the 
following page.

ACTIVITY 23

Across

individualism | inconvenience | sensationalism | marathon | sympathetic | ointment | crocodile
investigation | assistance | remnant | resurgent | synchronisation | dentistry | maggoty | terrorise
thesaurus | machinist | merest | admission| indefinite

Down
1. To frighten by threatening to kill or hurt
3. A piece of something that is left 
5. Lasting for an unknown or unstated

length of time 
6. Presenting information in a way that is 

shocking or exciting 
7. The profession or practice of a dentist
9. A substance that is rubbed on the skin

for medicinal purposes 
11. Help
15. How small or insignificant someone or 

something is

1. A type of dictionary 
2. A large reptile like an alligator 
4. Increasing again, or becoming popular again
6. To care about someone else’s suffering
8. Not useful or suited to your comfort,

purpose or needs 
10. The right or permission to enter
12. To cause to happen at the same time
13. A running race of slightly over 26 miles
14. The habit or principle of being 

independent and self-reliant
16. A formal inquiry or systematic duty
17. A person who operates a machine
18. Angry or bad tempered. Full of maggots
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Find the hidden spelling words and circle them. They are written 
from left to right and top to bottom. Write each word you find in 
their box at the bottom of the page

ACTIVITY 23 
Find the hidden spelling words and circle them. They are written from left to right and top to 
bottom. Write each word you find in their box at the bottom of the page. 
 

 

failure  
 

formidable octagon squalor 

premonition  
 

fundamental  uncomfortable  haphazard 

Juvenile 
 

sordid  statistician  ingrained 

mysterious 
 

commandment  perpetrate immediate  

futile  
 

reunion assailant raspberry 

failure formidable octagon squalor

premonition fundamental uncomfortable haphazard

juvenile sordid statistician ingrained

mysterious commandment perpetrate immediate

futile reunion assailant raspberry


